Introduction
The cold CNO cycle is a catalytic hydrogen burning mechanism, using carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen seed material in the hydrogen burning core of a main-sequence star. In order for the CNO cycle to compete with the primary p-p chain reactions, the temperatures must exceed 20 MK, corresponding to stars of 1.5 M or greater mass [1] . Since the reactions involved in the cold CNO cycle, illustrated in figure 1, are taking place at relatively low temperature, no nucleosynthesis beyond the conversion of hydrogen to helium is possible. The CNO material comes solely from the proto-stellar material that condensed to form the star. The only reaction which can potentially remove the catalytic material from the cycle is 19 F(p,γ) 20 Ne [2] . This reaction was expected to be rather weak compared to the the 19 F(p,α) 16 O reaction, so that the CNO material would be recycled back to 16 O, with no material breaking out to 20 Ne.
Unfortunately, the strength of the gamma-producing 19 F(p,αγ) reactions made measurements of the 19 F(p,γ) cross-section quite difficult. Previous measurements relied on detecting the >11 MeV primary transition to the first excited state of 20 Ne [3 -7] . Most of these prior measurements relied on low resolution and relatively small volume NaI(Tl) detectors. This made all of the measurements very susceptible to mis-identification of pile-up from the 6.1 MeV gamma-rays from the competing α − γ reaction as the energy resolution was insufficient to separate the two components. Subotić [7] was the only measurement which employed a high-resolution Ge(Li) detector, though due to the low detection efficiency for such high energy gamma-rays, the measurement was limited to observing on-resonance components [7] . Unsurprisingly, there was discrepancy between the different measurements. One measurement observed an anomalously high partial width for the broad resonance at E cm =567 keV [6] . None of the measurements were sufficiently sensitive to determine the signs of the interference components which were expected to contribute almost 50% to the reaction rate at stellar temperatures [8, 9] . 
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Experimental Procedure

Beam and Target Production
All of the present measurements were made at the University of Notre Dame Nuclear Structure Laboratory. The JN model Van de Graaff accelerator was used to produce proton beams of energies from 200 to 700 keV lab. The KN accelerator was used for the region from 600 to 800 keV, ensuring a broad overlap region to ensure the results were consistent. All of the experiments were carried out on the same beamline, with only the accelerator providing beam to the target changing.
The targets were prepared by evaporating CaF 2 powder on to tantalum backings. Since beamstop targets were used, the charge was collected on target and used to determine the total number of protons. A biased cold finger was used both to prevent carbon build-up and ensure reliable charge collection. Degradation of the fluorine was observed in the target and corrections were made for this effect. Two different target thicknesses were used to confirm the results observed in the inter-resonance regions. Reference [10] contains further details of the target preparation and the corrections for target degradation.
Detection Array
Significant advances have been made in detector technologies since the previous measurements had been made, making available both large volume HPGe detectors and NaI(Tl) detectors. To take full advantage of this, a hybrid detection system was designed which could exploit the high efficiency of large volume NaI(Tl) detectors with the high resolution offered by HPGe detectors. Four 8" diameter and 6" tall cylindrical NaI(Tl) detectors were used together with a 150% HPGe clover detector. The detectors were arranged as is shown in figure 2 . The HPGe detector was positioned directly in front of the target holder, mounted at 0 • in order to cover the largest possible solid angle. The segmentation of the HPGe clover allowed an instantaneous count rate in each crystal of as much as 15 kHz. The four NaI(Tl) detectors were mounted at backward angles and rotated 45 • in φ and θ in order to offer an improved solid angle coverage and to maximize the detector depth as seen from the target.
The idea of the setup was to observe the 1.63 MeV transition from the first excited state to the ground state in the HPGe detector while observing the primary transition in the NaI(Tl) detectors. A coincidence requirement was placed between the NaI(Tl) detectors and the HPGe crystals. In the event of a coincidence, a sum energy gate was placed above 10 MeV. Since the Q-value was 12.484 MeV, this gate was high enough to filter out most of the 6-7 MeV lines from the (p,αγ) reaction while keeping the coincidence efficiency fairly insensitive to the incident beam energy. If both conditions were met, then the 1.63 MeV gamma yield was measured in the HPGe clover. By requiring the coincidence in hardware, it was possible to run at rates of 10-12 kHz in the individual HPGe detectors while still only requiring acquisition at a rate of 4 kHz, keeping the live time well above 80%. The effectiveness of these gating conditions can be seen in figure 3 . At the same time, one of every twenty events in the germanium detector was passed through to the acquisition regardless of coincidence so that the (p,αγ) yield could be monitored simultaneously with the (p,γ). These two features proved to be essential as it both gave us rapid feedback on the energy and resonance structure as well as allowed running at high beam currents to see the (p,γ) yield in a reasonable amount of time. The coincidence requirement suppressed the detection
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Closing the Cold CNO Cycle Aaron Couture of transitions directly to the ground state as these transitions only exhibit a single gamma ray. Previous measurements had not observed any significant yield from ground state transitions. In order to monitor any unexpected yield in this channel, signals in the HPGe detector with greater than 8 MeV of energy were also recorded. The acquisition was designed to allow the separation of events from the different trigger types (coincidence, singles, and high energy) when the data was analyzed. No significant yield was seen in the HPGe detector above ≈11.5 MeV, an energy corresponding to a transition from the resonant state to the first excited state. Signals above 12 MeV would have indicated that there was significant decay directly to the ground state which would warrant closer inspection.
Analysis and Results
Experimental yield curves were measured for the (p,γ 1 ), (p,α 2 ), (p,α 3 ), and (p,α 4 ) channels. The (p,γ 2 ) was also monitored, but no significant yield was observed outside of the E cm =633 keV resonance. The resonance energies, spins, and parities are well known [11] , so no effort was made to measure them. The yield curves were fit with a set of Breit-Wigner resonance shapes. Interference terms were calculated for the resonances. The total yield was calculated by
The sum is over resonances i, the cross-sections were Breit-Wigner cross-sections [12] , χ is the target thickness in terms of energy, ε(E) is the energy loss of the beam, J π i is the spin and parity of
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Closing the Cold CNO Cycle Aaron Couture the resonant state, and ϕ R is the resonance phase shift [13] . For total yield calculations, only terms with the same J π exhibit interference effects; the δ function performs this selection. It is worth noting that since the phase shift is defined as an arctan function, care must be taken in choosing the appropriate range so that the cosine function behaves properly. The numerical integration was completed with the dgauss routine from the cernlib package [14] . The resonance parameters were allowed to vary freely and minimized with the minuit minimization package [15] . The sign of the interference term, which has to be determined experimentally, was changed manually in order to find the optimal fit. All four reaction channels were fit simultaneously. The total width was calculated from the partial widths and thus, varied, though not independently from the physical constraints. A background state to simulate the contributions of all higher lying resonances was included, though it only contributed significantly in the (p,γ) yield. Fits to two of the yield curves can be seen in figures 4 and 5. As can be seen, the yield is well reproduced. The resonance parameters are given in table 1. While previous measurements were generally normalized to the strength of 669 keV resonance, in this measurement the absolute efficiency of the HPGe clover was determined both by use of a 60 Co source as well as looking at decays from the 12.239 MeV state of 28 Si populated via the 27 Al(p,γ) reaction. The resonance strength was taken from ref. [16] , while the branching ratios were taken from ref. [17] . The state was chosen because the energies of the gamma-decays were similar to the gamma-ray energies from the decay of the states in 20 Ne * and 16 O * . Summing corrections were accounted for in the determination of the absolute efficiency [10] .
The determination of the coincidence efficiency was made by comparing the singles yield to the coincidence yield for the 669 keV resonance in 19 F(p,γ). GEANT [18] simulations were done to determine any change in coincidence efficiency due to the incident proton energy. The correction due to proton energy was less than 5% at lowest proton energies.
Closing Table 1 : Note that all widths and strengths are in center of mass frame. For those entries where "-" is listed, the relevant parameter was not measured by that experiment. Those resonances with a value of "n.o." for this measurement were not observed. The strength was sufficiently small as to be below the limits of detection. It is worth noting that the values observed by Subotić and Berkes for the 567 keV resonance were well within the experimental sensitivity.
Conclusions
The new measurements of the resonance parameters and most importantly, the interference terms, is quite promising. In order to properly fit the high energy tail of the 633 keV resonance, it was necessary to include a broad, high energy 1 + state to account for the contribution of all higher lying resonances. Unfortunately, the properties of this background state were not well constrained by the present data, and while these uncertainties had little effect on the resonance properties in the region studied, they are sufficient to cause large uncertainties on the S-factor at astrophysically interesting regions (30-120 keV). Measurements at higher energies, particularly of the possible T=1 resonance at E cm =1.35 MeV, [11] are needed to constrain this background term.
The measurement technique has shown to be very effective at isolating the 19 F(p,γ) reaction and is sufficiently sensitive to determine interference terms, even in regions of resonances in the competing channels. There was no observed strength for the lowest-lying resonance at
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Closing the Cold CNO Cycle Aaron Couture E cm =212 keV. The broad resonance observed most clearly by [6] at E cm =567 keV is excluded so that it will not contribute in any significant way to the astrophysical reaction rate. The resonance strengths for the other resonances were generally smaller than that previously observed, and the net interference effect at low energies was seen to be destructive. All of these effects suggest that the reaction rate will be lower than previously predicted, effectively closing the cold CNO cycle. A final determination of the stellar reaction rate and S-factor will require further measurements at higher energies to constrain the role of the background state needed to properly fit the data.
